
MY DASHBOARD
The dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of your business finances that allows you to click through 
your critical financial tasks – all from one user-friendly screen.

Smart technology tracks the features you use most often and makes them available via a single click 
right from the dashboard, creating a dynamic display that evolves right in step with your business.

The dashboard can be accessed at any time by simply selecting Dashboard on the menu or clicking on 
My Dashboard at the top of every page.

1 MESSAGE OF THE DAY
Keeps you tuned into important Helps you stay on top of any pending 
messages from us. items that need your attention. The links 

drive you directly to your task – so you can 
handle it with just a few clicks

Provides a snapshot of up to 50 accounts 
and balances. With one click on any balance MOST USED SERVICES 
amount, you’ll see pertinent account details. Maps to the functions you visit most 
The setup feature gives users the ability to for quick, one-click access. Because it 
define the order their accounts display on the automatically learns and remembers 
dashboard and book transfer input screens. your most-used functions, this section 

dynamically shifts to custom-fit each user  – 
so your “Most-Used Services” can be quite 
different from other users in your company. 

Alerts you via a pop-up box at login to 
important messages from Johnson Bank.
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6 ADMINISTRATION
Allows administrators to view and easily 
manage user access – from adding 
new users to changing existing users’ 
permissions.

Gives you immediate access to one-time 
transfers. Simply select the “From” and “To” 
accounts, the dollar amount and submit. 
We’ll receive your transfer in real time and 
you’ll get an on-screen confirmation

Generates your most pertinent account 
and balance reports with a single click. 
You define the report templates that can 
be run again and again – so you get the 
information you need, anytime you want 
it. You can share your reports with other 
users in your company.
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8 FAVORITE REPORTS


